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Abstract
Background: One of the important goals in the post-genomic era is to determine the regulatory
elements within the non-coding DNA of a given organism's genome. The identification of functional
cis-regulatory modules has proven difficult since the component factor binding sites are small and
the rules governing their arrangement are poorly understood. However, the genomes of suitably
diverged species help to predict regulatory elements based on the generally accepted assumption
that conserved blocks of genomic sequence are likely to be functional. To judge the efficacy of
strategies that prefilter by sequence conservation it is important to know to what extent the
converse assumption holds, namely that functional elements common to both species will fall within
these conserved blocks. The recently completed sequence of a second Drosophila species provides
an opportunity to test this assumption for one of the experimentally best studied regulatory
networks in multicellular organisms, the body patterning of the fly embryo.
Results: We find that 50%–70% of known binding sites reside in conserved sequence blocks, but
these percentages are not greatly enriched over what is expected by chance. Finally, a
computational genome-wide search in both species for regulatory modules based on clusters of
binding sites suggests that genes central to the regulatory network are consistently recovered.
Conclusions: Our results indicate that binding sites remain clustered for these "core modules"
while not necessarily residing in conserved blocks. This is an important clue as to how regulatory
information is encoded in the genome and how modules evolve.
Background
Changes in the body plans of metazoans are thought to be
largely a consequence of changes in the spatiotemporal
pattern of the expression of developmental genes and thus
a consequence of changes in their transcriptional regula-
tion ([1,2] and references therein). Hence, genomic cis-
regulatory sequences that control developmental gene
expression can be thought of as the genomic "source
code" for development [3]. Multiple transcription factors
recognize and bind regulatory sites in these genomic reg-
ulatory sequences ("modules") and together define the
rate of transcription of the target gene. This combinatorial
mode of gene regulation is thought to be prevalent in all
multicellular organisms. Modules are often separable and
define space and time specific aspects of gene expression.
They integrate inputs from several genes and regulate
another gene to form regulatory networks. Modules are
typically a few hundred nucleotides long and receive
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multiple inputs from roughly 4–5 different transcription
factors. Recently, it has been demonstrated in D. mela-
nogaster that modules may be identified by searching the
genome for regions which are dense in binding sites [4-8].
These computational methods are important practically,
since the experimental detection of modules is very time
consuming. Computational techniques applied to whole
genomes may also prove informative about how modules
evolve, a question that has been addressed many times in
the fly literature [17-22] for specific genes. The develop-
ment of compuational methods for predicting regulatory
modules, and a better understanding of module evolution
should proceed in tandem, since both require elucidating
what aspects of the sequence matter for function.
Although it is well accepted that blocks of sequence con-
served between species are functional in some respect, it is
not clear to what extent functional binding sites in either
species will reside in conserved blocks; they are logically
different assertions. We only consider blocks that are
prominent enough to be recognized as statistically signfi-
cant by an alignment program without other prior infor-
mation, and thus can potentially be used to prefilter the
noncoding DNA for putative regulatory modules and fac-
tor binding sites, a strategy which is used in many studies
[9,14,15,21,22,34]. It is not a priori evident how much of
the regulatory information in the genome is missed if one
only examines the conserved blocks. (The secondary
structure of tRNA's is a reminder that the primary
sequence can vary greatly yet not affect function.) Fortu-
nately, the sequencing of two different Drosophila species
has provided a large data set to address these fundamental
questions [26]. D. melanogaster and D. pseudoobscura are
roughly 25 Myr apart [24] and have roughly the same
degree of conservation in their noncoding DNA as
human-mouse which have proven to be amenable to
meaningful cross-species comparisons of regulatory ele-
ments. Additionally, we will use less extensive sequence
data for D. virilis [25], roughly 40 Myr [24] removed from
D. melanogaster.
We will work within one of the experimentally best stud-
ied developmental paradigms, the body patterning of the
Drosophila embryo [23]. Development proceeds by a tran-
scriptional cascade that refines the patterns laid down
maternally. Many of the regulatory events have been tied
to specific modules. We have collected 30 modules with
315 binding sites for the segmentation gene hierachy, for
the anterior posterior patterning, the dorsal-ventral sys-
tem, and several genes that initiate mesoderm patterning.
The modules have all been tested by their ability to drive
a reporter gene in vivo that recapitulates a portion of the
native expression pattern; and all the binding sites have
experimental support mostly in vitro.
We have correlated this data set with the sequence con-
served between two species of Drosophila using different
multiple alignment programs and exploring extensively
their parameter space. Our conclusion that the correlation
betweeen binding sites and conserved sequence is not
much greater than chance (but still statistically significant
since the data set is large) seems robust against all plausi-
ble variation in parameters and technique. We show how
data from multiple species can be used to enhance the pre-
diction of gene regulatory interactions, if one goes beyond
sequence alignment, and rather predicts regulated genes
by proximity to clusters of computationally derived bind-
ing sites. Multiple species then serve to reduce the rate of
false positive predictions. We conclude by considering the
implications of our findings for module evolution.
Results
Conservation of known binding sites
Reference [4] collected from the Drosophila literature 21
regulatory modules, with 230 annotated binding sites for
11 factors relevant to early body plan. To these we added
modules regulating the fushi tarazu (ftz) gene [27], the
engrailed intron enhancer[28], single-minded
enhancer[29], even-skipped mesoderm enhancer[7], and
heart-broken mesoderm enhancer[7]. Included were
binding sites for the well studied maternal factors, (bicoid
(bcd), caudal (cad)), zygotic gap genes (hunchback (hb),
Kruppel (Kr), knirps (kni), and tailless (tll), pair-rule
genes (even-skipped (eve), paired (prd), tramtrak (ttk)
and fushi tarazu (ftz)), dorsal-ventral patterned gene fac-
tors (dorsal (dl), deadringer (dri), brinker (bri), snail
(sna) and twist (twi)) and known factors in mesoderm
patterning (mothers against decapentaplegic (Mad), Tin-
man (Tin), Pointed (Pnt)). It total, 3500 base pairs of
sequence are covered by one or more binding site, all
based on experiment.
There was no difficulty in finding orthologs for all the
genes in our data set in the D. pseudoobscura contigs [26].
We found the best syntenous (order preserving) align-
ment of the noncoding sequence around these genes
using two programs LAGAN [30] and SMASH [31], which
make different scoring assumptions and produce different
spectrums of conserved block sizes (the median is 20 bp
for LAGAN and 40–130 bp for SMASH see Fig. 3, Meth-
ods). There was then no ambiguity in finding clear homo-
logues for each module in D. pseudoobscura since there
were prominent syntenous blocks every few hundred
bases on average, except for relatively rare gaps. We pulled
out the entire up/down stream noncoding sequence of
any gene with a module 5' or 3' to it and aligned a total of
200 kb of sequence in each species inorder to provide a
context for the annotated regulatory modules, which
themselves only totaled 21426 bp. Only a small portion
of the D. virilis genome is sequenced, but it was targeted atBMC Bioinformatics 2003, 4 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/4/57
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well studied genes and regulatory regions [25]. The inter-
section with the 200 kb region for which we have anno-
tated regulatory modules in D. melanogaster comprises 32
kb of sequence of which 16048 bp falls within known
modules. A total of 2200 bp of D. melanogaster binding
sites fall within these 16 kb of modules.
Our two alignment programs, work by finding the best
syntenous assembly of the high scoring pairs (HSP) gen-
erated by a nucleotide BLAST comparison between a D.
pseudoobscura  contig and the D. melanogaster chromo-
somes. They differ in how they score the regions between
the prominent 'anchor' regions in the alignments, and
how they refine the anchors (see Methods). All aligned
blocks in the optimal syntenous assembly, we consider
'conserved' between the two species. The alignments
depend on the scoring parameters, defined in conformity
with those for BLAST. The parameter dependence was
eliminated by searching over the entire plausible parame-
ter space (other definitions being fixed) for those param-
eters that optimized the significance of the correlation,
under a null model that the sites were placed at random.
The statistical significance of the correlation was assessed
by randomizing 100 times the placement of the binding
sites within the interval defined by the modules to com-
pute the mean and standard deviation expected by chance
(see Methods). The randomized mean was subtracted
from the observed correlation and the difference normal-
ized by the standard deviation to define a Z-score, which
is a measure of the probability that the observed correla-
tion was obtained by chance. Thus parameters which
score the entire module as conserved, would have zero Z-
score. Alternatively one could optimize the fraction of
conserved binding sites defined as sites in conserved
blocks divided by total sequence conserved, with similar
The fraction of sequence conserved within the modules of our test set vs random Figure 1
The fraction of sequence conserved within the modules of our test set vs random. The distribution in conserved sequence for 
the 30 test modules compared with two randomized sets. The red histogram distributes the modules randomly within the 200 
kb of sequence we aligned around the regulated genes, while the green data is sampled from all noncoding sequence. The con-
served blocks were computed from the SMASH alignments with parameters corresponding method (a) in Table 1. There are 
10 equally spaced bins for each histogram.
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results. For the optimal aligment parameters, we also tab-
ulate the percent identity in the conserved blocks.
We implemented two definitions to count when a binding
site hit a conserved block. The strictest definition gave a
count of 1 if the site was entirely within a block and zero
otherwise. This could miss sites which were determined to
be longer than the minimal size to bind a protein, and
also sites near the edge of blocks where the alignment pro-
grams can loose bases. The other definition, went to the
opposite extreme, and simply counted all bases of overlap
between sites and conserved blocks, no matter how few.
Overlapping sites were either merged or considered sepa-
rate and randomized in a consistent way in each case (see
Methods). For each definition (ie 4 cases in all) the
parameters were optimized separately.
Table 1 shows the optimal correlation between binding
sites and the conserved blocks as a function of the species
pair and alignment program. The ranges reflect the vari-
ous definitions used for intersection. Thus while there is
always a positive correlation between binding sites and
conserved sequence (Z > 0), the number of sites in con-
served sequence is never much greater than random for
any parameter values, any alignment code, or any reason-
able definition of intersection. The agreement between
the alignment methods is significant since LAGAN tends
to find smaller conserved blocks than SMASH. For this
reason, when intersection is counted only when the entire
site is contained within a block, the fraction of conserved
sequence can be larger than the fraction of the conserved
sites, but the fraction found for random data is smaller
still. While individual binding sites are often preserved
between species, few papers actually compute the odds of
this occuring by chance, given either a single base muta-
tion rate, or the overall level of sequence conservation in
a region surrounding the site, or module.
It is well known that binding sites within modules appear
sometimes to be redundant, ie mutation of a single site
may not necessarily result in an observable phenotype.
Thus, it could be argued that our observed weak correla-
tion between the position of binding sites and conserved
chunks of sequence is biased because we perform our
randomization tests always within the modules. However,
we checked that this is not likely to be true by also rand-
omizing the position of DNA motifs within randomly
chosen non-coding genomic sequence. More precisely, we
selected 30 kilobases of non-coding genomic sequence in
the vicinity of genes which are not known to be regulated
by the body patterning factors. For example, for the factor
"bicoid", we found 68 occurrences of the core biocid DNA
motif of length 8 (compare [4]). 33 of these sites were in
conserved chunks of DNA (using our procedure SMASH
(b), Table 1), 32 were expected to be conserved by chance.
These numbers correspond well to Table 1 and argue
against effects which originate from randomizing within
modules.
Table 1: The statistics of conserved sequence between pairs of species for a range of parameters that maximized the correlation 
between the experimental binding sites and the conserved sequence. Two alignment programs were used along with two measures of 
intersection: (a) site counted only if entirely within a conserved block, (b) number of conserved bases belonging to site. Columns 
indicate the fraction of the total sequence aligned in conserved blocks (the percent identity of the conserved blocks), the fraction of 
sites in blocks, the fraction when sites are placed randomly. (see Methods), and the statistical significance. The percentage intervals in 
the three columns correspond.
D. melanogaster versus D. pseudoobscura
method conserved seq. (%) sites in conserved seq. (%) random sites in conserved seq. (%) Z score
SMASH (a) 41–51 (82–92%) 51–71 37–54 5.0
SMASH (b) 33–51 (82–92%) 48–74 42–57 5.0
LAGAN (a) 33–71 (82–92%) 36–53 25–39 5.0
LAGAN (b) 31–54 (82–92%) 50–80 41–58 6.0–8.0
D. melanogaster versus D. virilis
method conserved seq. (%) 
(PID)
sites in conserved seq. (%) random sites in conserved seq. (%) Z score
SMASH (a) 25–31 (83–92%) 18–32 13–25 2.0
SMASH (b) 25–26 (83–92%) 36–41 27 4.5
LAGAN (a) 29–56 (81–92%) 23–36 18–32 2.25
LAGAN (b) 30–48 (81–92%) 45–61 30–50 5.0BMC Bioinformatics 2003, 4 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/4/57
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Moreover, the weak correlation we observed between
binding sites and conserved blocks does not appear to
arise from a subpopulation of our data set (nb all sites
have experimental support). Our factors can all be classi-
fied genetically within the segmentation gene hierachy as
'maternal-gap', 'pair rule', and further downstream, for
which we have respectively 215, 37, and 59 binding sites.
For representative parameters the fraction conserved is
47%, 59%, and 56% for the three types, which we con-
sider close, given the small numbers involved. We also
asked whether factors with only a few binding sites in a
given module (which are generally more specific) are
more likely to be conserved. There are classes of sites that
do behave this way (eg the 4 copies of torso response ele-
ment), but their numbers are small. Another meaningful
decomposition of the data is between sites with only vitro
evidence, and those for which the site was mutated and a
change observed when the new module was expressed in
a transgenic construct. We checked how many sites with in
vivo evidence reside in conserved blocks according to our
SMASH alignments (Table 1b). Two hunchback sites (out
of 3), four bicoid sites (5), and three Kruppel sites (5) in
the even-skipped stripe 2 element [12,13] and all 5 ftz
sites in the ftz autoregulatory element[10,11,27] were
conserved. However, the total number of these sites is
unfortunately too small to allow a meaningful statistical
comparison to the conservation of sites with in vitro evi-
dence.
Module detection
Interspecies comparisons promise to be a powerful way to
locate regulatory modules as regions of enhanced conser-
vation [9,15], and for D. melanogaster a new module for
the apterous gene was found this way [34]. However the
number of species and their evolutionary distance
required to do this with a quantifiable reliability (which
could be gene dependent) is still a matter for debate.
The difficulties in using just a locally averaged percent
identity or for us the fraction of sequence in conserved
blocks to detect modules are illustrated in Fig 1. For each
of our known modules we computed the fraction of con-
served sequence; thereby assuming the correct starting
position and length, and thus biasing the data to look
more conserved that it would if it were scanned with a sin-
gle fixed window length. Intervals of the same length were
then randomized to sample either the 200 kb environ-
ment of the genes in our set (a), or the genome at large
(b). In both cases the differences in the means of the dis-
tributions were smaller than the combined variances,
though only (a) is relevant to whether modules can be dis-
tinguished from their environment. In the most favorable
case, chosing modules over 60% identity as real, would
hit 50% of the known cases, but 39% of the regulatory
regions around our genes would score as well. There can
be considerable variation in the amount of conservation
even between genes in the pair rule group eg eve vs run. For
instance the 6 kb '7-stripe' region upstream of runt con-
serves only 13–25% of its sequence in D. virilis (or 20–
35% in D. pseudoobscura) under our alignment codes [21],
ie less than in Table 1.
The extent to which a statistically significant set of regula-
tory modules can be inferred from direct sequence com-
parison may depend on the genes and species being
compared. The alignment codes we use, do agree with the
modules predicted upstream of the otx gene in Fig. 3 of
[15] most of which were shown to be functional. Perhaps
the two fly species we are comparing are not at the opti-
mal evolutionary distance, or the early patterning genes
are not indicative of the modules for genes involved in ter-
minal differentiation.
Recently a number of methods have been proposed to dis-
cover regulatory modules by looking for clusters of bind-
ing sites [4-8], and it is interesting to inquire how the
sequence of D. pseudoobscura can be used to improve these
predictions. The segmentation genes are a very apt test set,
since most of the essential targets were discovered in the
screens of Wieschaus and Nusslein-Volhard [23], and
about a third of all targets are available from the Berkeley
insitu data base (see Methods). We took the top 381 mod-
ule predictions from the Ahab code [4,46] and scored the
674 genes that bracketed one of them as our patterned set.
A similar calculation was then done for the D. pseudoob-
scura sequence. From either single genome calculation, we
found 45–50 genes that matched the known patterned set.
When we intersected the gene predictions from the two
species, we were left with 74 genes of which 22 were in the
known set; a substantially higher percentage than from a
single species. The number of genes known NOT to be
blastoderm expressed comprises 4% 674 gene set and
10% of the 74 genes in the intersected sets. To better
quantify how the second species improves our predic-
tions, we compared the actual modules predicted from
the two species. The intersected sets of modules, however,
was not significantly enriched for known modules (a list
roughly 10% the size of our gene comparison list). Gene
prediction appears to work better than module prediction
since blastoderm patterned genes frequently have several
modules, which provide multiple targets for module pre-
diction, with a different module being hit in each species.
Whether this phenomena generalizes to other classes of
genes remains to be seen, but a limited number of signal-
ing pathways are reused in many contexts, so perhaps key
targets will be accessible to our approach. For biological
applications, the ability to preform an 'insilico' genetic
screen is not without interest.BMC Bioinformatics 2003, 4 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/4/57
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Discussion
For an extensive collection of binding sites for factors that
pattern the blastoderm, we have quantified their overlap
with the blocks of sequence conserved between two Dro-
sophila species and found it to be not much greater than
chance (but still statistically significant). The fraction of
conserved sequence and the size of the conserved blocks
do vary with parameters and the algorithm, but our con-
clusions are unaffected. Since some of the modules we use
have been intensively probed for binding sites, there is
certainly conserved sequence without obvious function.
To the extent that the blastoderm patterning in the fly is a
good model for transcription control, our results will gen-
eralize beyond the specific case we treated. Phylogenetic
footprinting is frequently used to justify current sequenc-
ing projects and at least for the factors and species we
examined has limited utility in delimiting binding sites.
We also found that there was insufficient contrast in the
fraction of conserved sequence to distinguish most of the
known modules from the rest of the noncoding sequence
bordering the genes in our set.
There is a considerable literature which compares the
noncoding DNA of other fly species to D. melanogaster,
but there has not been a systematic test of whether
sequence conservation is a good prefilter for functional
binding sites. In [22] the regulation of engrailed was
examined. A very clumped pattern of conserved and non-
conserved sequence was found and some homeodomain
binding sites (tested in vitro) resided in the conserved
blocks. In [20], a clear syntenous alignment of the
upstream region of hairy with D. virilis and multiple
binding sites among the conserved sequence was found.
Regulatory modules were moved between the species and
it was demonstrated that they correctly drove reporter
constructs. The 6 kb regulatory region upstream of runt
was compared with D. virilis in [21]. They noted a much
lower level of conservation than in modules with mostly
gap gene input (which our alignment codes reproduce)
and loss of some functional regions. Several papers from
Dover et al eg [18,19] demonstrate coevolution of bicoid
binding sites (regulating hb) and bicoid protein in higher
diptera. They identify bcd sites in the homologous mod-
ules by consensus sequence and vitro footprinting and do
not rely on general sequence alignments. Reference [35]
Computational module detection for the eve locus in melanogaster and pseudoobscura Figure 2
Computational module detection for the eve locus in melanogaster and pseudoobscura. The Ahab score plotted for a 20 kb 
neighborhood of eve as displayed by Gbrowse [44]. The genes are marked as red arrows, and known modules by the colored 
bars below. The Ahab score for D. melanogaster is plotted as the red filled graph below the module bars. The D. pseuodobscura 
score in green is aligned to the D. melanogaster sequence by the conserved sequence blocks and linearly interpolated between 
the blocks. The lowest panel is the conserved blocks as defined by LAGAN, offset vertically for clarity. The right edges of the 
stripe 3–7 and stripe 5 modules are delimited by gaps in the alignment, but most other boundaries are not. Certain modules 
score poorly since Ahab was run with the AP gap gene factors only.BMC Bioinformatics 2003, 4 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/4/57
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deleted a block of regulatory sequence conserved in D. vir-
ilis for a vestigial enhancer and observed no change in
function. Kim and coworkers [36,37] studied the evolu-
tion of the hairy stripes 1,5 enhancer and suggest a role for
sequence variation in timing the appearence of these
stripes.
Several recent studies in vertebrates were formulated to
address the correlation between sequence conservation
and functional binding sites. In [14] it was shown that a
very high proportion of muscle specific regulatory sites are
conserved between human and mouse, and that restrict-
ing a Gibbs sampler search to the conserved regions
greatly facilitated the recovery of the known regulatory
sites. In [16] a 1.6 kb module for the apo(a) gene in pri-
mates was analyzed, and a preponderance of functional
protein binding to the conserved sequence blocks therein
was demonstrated. In other cases (eg [9,39]) the entire
module is so well conserved, that individual binding sites
should be also, but the interspecies comparisons do not
permit binding sites to be delineated.
Other studies examine the conservation of individual
binding sites of proven functionality, for situations where
the sites can be mapped unambiguously. In [42] 51 regu-
latory regions were analyzed for which there is data for
human and another primate or rodent and it was esti-
mated that perhaps a third of the sites have changed
enough so they are not functional in both species. A sim-
ilar analysis was applied to a number of fly regulatory
modules in [43]. More surprising are the results in Ref
[40], which documents a high degree of variablity in func-
tional binding sites within the human population alone.
The implications of these articles are similar to ours, but
the question is formulated differently. We ask whether
sequence alignment programs will score known binding
sites as conserved, and thus have to contend with the arti-
facts of these codes. The authors of [40,42] can compare
variation within sites against say a neutral rate, provided
the site and some of its environment are conserved well
enough to be mapped. However, they do not assess what
fraction of functional sites can be found by interspecies
comparisons (without knowledge of the site in one spe-
cies), and sites that can not be aligned do not enter their
data set.
One limitation of our study should be noted. Our list of
known sites, is compiled from many sources, some of
which are in vitro only. A possible explanation of our
results is that the nonconserved sites have less influence in
vivo than the conserved ones. This would lessen the
importance attached to in vitro footprinting and gel shift
experiments.
The limited correlation we have observed between known
binding sites and conserved sequence has interesting
implications for the evolution of regulatory modules
which are amenable to immediate experimental test. The
binding sites which do not reside in conserved sequence
blocks may still be present and even in the same order in
both species but either have mutated enough or have
moved sufficiently due to insertions/deletions between
sites that our alignment program does not recognize
them. Another alternative is that the number and type of
sites is invariant, but their positions are shuffed. It may be
precisely the combinatorial nature of transcriptional regu-
lation that allows many different choices and placements
of binding sites inside modules while preserving the func-
tion of the module. Reference [38] showed that the eve
stripe2 enhancer could be moved in toto between D. mel-
anogaster and D. pseudoobscura with no change in pattern,
while a chimeric enhancer made up of a piece from each
species generated discernable differences. Thus it is seems
that selection can act on the module as a unit and subtle
compensations can occur within it as a consequence of
genetic drift.
Another interesting possibility is that the expression pat-
tern of the gene is conserved between two species, but the
module governing this expression has changed its loca-
tion or diversified its function, eg by fusing with another
module [41]. Our Ahab results are very interesting in this
context, since they allow a screen for modules that are very
strong in one species and weak in the other. The strong
module could be a 'pseudo module' defined in analogy
with a pseudo gene, one with an appropriate collection of
binding sites, but not operational because of site spacing,
nearby insulators, silencers etc. If it is functional, then
how is its function implemented in the other species?
Finally, since the function of many blastoderm expressed
genes is unknown, and their expression in insitu patterns
weak, the possbility exists that their expression in the blas-
toderm provides little selective advantage and is really
absent in the related species. In that regard, our list of
Ahab predictions present in both species is enriched in
genes of known and important function.
There have been very few systematic studies (the globin
genes in mammals being perhaps the best studied case
[45]) of how well modules can be predicted from inter-
species comparisons alone. A number of papers have val-
idated single modules discovered from sequence
comparisons, but we do not yet know whether at the same
level of significance most functional modules will emerge
or just a few. Drosophila is an interesting system in this
regard since genetics and promoter bashing have fur-
nished a dense set of tested modules for several genes. The
very density of regulation and the absence of 'junk' DNABMC Bioinformatics 2003, 4 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/4/57
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around the known developmental regulatory genes, may
make this system a difficult one to delineate modules
without the use of auxilliary information such as we
employed with Ahab.
Material and Methods
Alignment algorithms
We used two different algorithms, LAGAN [30] and
SMASH [31], to align pairs of noncoding sequences. Both
algorithms start by finding local alignments between the
sequences and then construct the best syntenous (order
preserving) chain of these prominently conserved 'anchor'
regions. They differ in how the anchors are found and
how the regions between the anchors are treated. LAGAN
uses the CHAOS algorithm [32] to find anchors. After the
chaining is done a global Needleman-Wunsch algorithm
is run to both refine the anchor and align the interanchor
sequence. SMASH, works from the local alignments pro-
duced by BLAST, and then finds the optimal synte-nous
path through them, resolving overlaps with the Needle-
man-Wunsch algorithm (using the same parameters as
BLAST) applied to the anchors only. Thus the interanchor
regions are not scored and do not influence the
alignment.
The codes have complementary strengths. LAGAN will
recover smaller conserved regions that were not found in
the initial set of local alignments yet are syntenous with
the best chain. However, one set of alignment parameters
is used everywhere. SMASH ignores any sequence that was
not among the initial set of BLAST, high scoring pairs,
which is appropriate if the sequence between the anchors
really follows different statistics (ie is single base ran-
dom). The two codes produce a different spectrum of
block sizes, the SMASH ones tend to be longer and may be
gapped, while the LAGAN ones are shorter, more numer-
ous and ungapped. The histograms for typical prameters
are shown in Figure 3. The density of indels is about 1%
in the SMASH blocks for the more restrictive gap parame-
ters, and thus not material to how we score intersection
with binding sites. It is around 10% for the more tolerant
gap parameters in Fig 3b, so many of the binding sites
have gaps, but these are often at the ends and thus the
alignment would be nearly as good with the site
ungapped. Well conserved regions are found by either
method.
Given a list of conserved interspecies blocks represented
as intervals, intersections with binding sites can either be
scored as binary, ie one only if the site was entirely within
the block (ignoring any possible gaps for the SMASH
blocks), or by counting the number of bases of overlap.
The sites were randomized by placing them randomly
within the interval defined by the modules (either up/
down stream of the gene). That is for eve the binding sites
in the stripe 3–7 and stripe 2 modules (both upstream of
the gene) were randomized within the entire interval from
stripe 3–7 to stripe 2. When a gene had a single module,
randomization was done only within its limits. Of the
total of 200 kb aligned between D. pseudoobscura and D.
melanogaster, the shuffed sites were distributed among
only 30 kb. This restriction was of marginal significance,
since the density of conserved sequence in modules was
only 3–15% higher than in the rest of the aligned
sequence. A number of our experimental sites overlapped,
but its not generally known whether this overlap is impor-
tant for function or parasitic. We therefore treated these
cases in two ways: (a) fuse the overlapping sites, rand-
omize them as a unit (but exclude configurations with
overlapping sites), and score intersections with the com-
posite site as defined above; or (b) treat the sites as inde-
pendent in the randomization, allow intersections in the
result, and score intersection with each site separately.
Both algorithms assume a common set of alignment
parameters, and we explored all combinations within the
following sets; match = 1, mismatch = -1,-2,-3, gap start =
-2,-4,-6,-8,-10, and gap continue = 0, -1, -2, -3. For each
parameter set, a total of 4 calculations were done to cover
our definitions of intersection and site overlap, and
parameters selected to optimize the significance of the
intersection. The percentage intervals in Table 1 encom-
pass the 4 definitions checked, as well as all parameters
with scores within 10% of optimal. For Lagan we found
that the parameters, gap start = -6, gap continue = 0, and
mismatch = -1, -2 gave the best Z score, with the mismatch
of -2 giving smaller ungapped blocks than a mismatch of
-1 (this was true for both species). For SMASH, good Z
scores could be achieved with paramters that generated
large blocks and parameters that generated smaller blocks.
Large SMASH blocks were achieved using gap start = -4,
gap continue = -1 and mismatch of -1. Smaller blocks with
a good Z score were achieved using gap start = -4, gap con-
tinue = 2, mismatch -2.
Extraction of patterned melanogaster genes
There are approximately 1500 genes whose embryonic
expression patterns are available from http://www.fruit
fly.org/cgi-bin/ex/insitu.pl. Of these 229 have been
annotated by Schroeder and Gaul (private communica-
tion) as blastoderm patterned, half as strong. An inde-
pendent literature survey generated 74 patterned genes of
which a third where among those chosed for the in situ
analysis. Thus we have a set of 279 known patterned genes
against which to compare predicted modules, and can
estimate that the true number is about 700 (ie by scaling
the fraction of the literature set recovered).BMC Bioinformatics 2003, 4 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/4/57
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Computational identification of putative modules
We ran the Ahab algorithm [4] independently on the mel-
anogaster (BDGP release 2) and pseudoobscura [26]
sequences. Non-ACGT letters in the pseudoobscura
sequences were replaced by N's. Tandem repeats in all
sequences were masked as described in [4]. We used
weight matrices for the factors Bcd, Cad, Hb, Kr, Kni, and
Tll from [4]. The window length was set to 500 bp, the
Markov model for background sequence was based on 2-
mer counts, and the cutoff for the score was set to 17.0.
Local maxima in the Ahab score constituted our predic-
tions. We used the BDGP release 2 annotation to extract
genes proximal to Ahab predictions.
Given a module prediction on D. pseudoobscura we needed
to determine the two closest genes or one, if the module
fell interior to a gene. We used BLAST to position all the
D. melanogaster proteins on the contigs and then used
SMASH to align a 20 kb region of the D. melanogaster chro-
mosome to the contig. The hits were then ranked by
SMASH score and the best hit to a given contig deter-
mined the chromosome it mapped to. All other genes
from that chromosome with a reasonable SMASH score to
the contig were placed, and those nearest to the module
recorded.
Histograms of the amount of conserved sequence in blocks of various sizes Figure 3
Histograms of the amount of conserved sequence in blocks of various sizes. The data is from the comparison with D. pseudoo-
bscura and the parameters are match 1, mismatch -1, gap start -6, gap continue 0 for LAGAN and (1, -2, -2, -1), (1, -2, -4, -2) 
for the two SMASH runs respectively.
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